This study attempts to analyze Persian address terms on the basis of the politeness theory in young adult novels in two distinctive periods of Pahlavi (1926Pahlavi ( -1979 
Introduction

1.
Language is not merely for exchanging knowledge and information; it shows individuals' relationships, identities, culture and preferences to become close or distant from others.
How people open and end conversation, how they address one another in a given context are significant in studying communication. Address terms are never neutral in communication. They are believed to convey feelings and attitudes; the choice of these elements is based on interlocutors' evaluation of communication situation.
Afful believes (2006a) "terms of address constitute an important part of verbal behavior through which the behavior, norms and practices of a society can be identified". The study of address terms can be regarded as a valuable field for sociolinguistics since it displays the construction of interpersonal interactions from social and strategic point of view (Fitch 1991 , Morford 1997 . To Philipsen and Huspek (1985: 94) "terms of address reflect the social and linguistic background of interactants to a greater extent than other aspects of language", This is one of the key reasons for widespread studying of address terms among sociolinguists. Brown and Levinson (1987:126) state that address terms are essential linguistic devices which reflect interlocutors' attitude and their evaluation of addressee in interaction. Using proper address terms would lead to individuals' identification of themselves as a member of a social group whereas choosing improper terms stops communication. According to Akindele (2008) these linguistic terms reveal interlocutors' social status along with their social distance, moreover these terms show people's emotion toward another speaker.
Many sociolinguists all around the world have focused their attention on analyzing address terms since they represent interpersonal relationships and the level of politeness in a certain society.
Address terms
"Address terms" are identifiable in all languages of the world .To Braun (1988: 7) , their function is basically "initiating contact." He adds that the literal and lexical meanings of address terms sometimes do not show the addressee's true relations. Maybe in Iran and some Arab countries, though there is no blood relation between interlocutors, one boy might call his friend's father as "uncle" to display closeness. Afful (2006b) defines terms of address as the linguistic elements that a presenter entitles a recipient in a direct
Classification of Persian address terms
Different languages have different classifications for their address terms. Many studies have been done to categorize them in different languages, such as: Hindi by Mehrotra (1981) , Egyptian Arabic by Parkinson (1985) , Columbia by Fitch (1998) , Kannada (one Indian language) by Manjulakshi (2004) , and Ghana by Afful (2006a) .In Persian language, according to Aliakbari and Toni (2008) /mohandes/ (engineer), /doktor/ (doctor), based on his/her occupation and using these titles are very common in Persian language." (5) Terms of formality or honorifics: these terms are employed to show respect for the addressees. Some of them are as follow:" /ghorbân/ (sir), /jenâb/ (sir) and /sarkâr/ (lady)." (6) Terms of intimacy: by using these terms, we want to show our closeness and intimacy to our addressees. Some examples are: nicknames, e.g., /Feri/ (used for Fereydoon), "abbreviated first name e.g., /Mamad/ (used for Mohammad), pet names, e.g., /azizam/ (my dear), /golam/ (my flower), /khânom khânoma/ (lady of ladies)." (7) Personal pronouns: In Persian language it is possible to show solidarity or power by using personal pronouns.
The addressee can be called as" /tow/ (second person singular 'you') or /shomâ/ (second person plural 'you'). 
Politeness theory
Politeness implies considering others' feelings and selecting terminologies appropriately to make others feel relaxed and comfortable. Since it is a culturally defined phenomenon, what is believed polite in one culture may sometimes be completely impolite or weird in another cultural context. Anthropologists Penelope Brown and Stephen Levinson (1987) , based on Erving Goffman's notion of face, proposed politeness theory and recognized two kinds of politeness. They believe address terms can display either positive or negative politeness.
According to Brown and Levinson (1987) politeness in a communication is "the means employed to show awareness of another person's face or 'face want' of addressee, which is highly valued in conversation." It could be ignored, preserved or emphasized. During our communication, "we are constantly aware of our own and others' face needs, we attend to it consciously or unconsciously, and we cooperate to maintain one another's face." We use a range of strategies to show our politeness as well as terms of address to make softer our utterances and consider the other's face needs.
Purpose of the study
The main objective of this study is to analyze address terms in Persian language in young adult novels based on politeness theory in two distinctive eras of Pahlavi (1926 Pahlavi ( -1979 or Before Islamic Revolution (BR) and After the Islamic Revolution (1979 -up to now) 
or (AR).
Therefore, the main research questions are as follow: 1. What is the distribution of address terms in Persian language based on the theory of politeness in young adult novels? 2. Is there any variation in frequency of the Persian address terms based on the theory of politeness in these two historical periods in young adult novels?
Literature Review 2.
A number of studies in this area based on politeness theory have been done:
In their study of English address terms, Wood and Kroger (1991) found that negative terms of politeness exceed positive ones; besides it was stated that negative politeness terms show more respect.
In a study of Japanese honorifics, Fukada and Asato (2004) concluded that the usage of honorifics is in accordance with the Brown and Levinson's theory of politeness.
Concentrating on the socio-pragmatic features of address terms in late 16th-century English notes, Nevala (2004) indicated that the causes for selecting proper politeness terms (positive or negative) are intricate, and the boundaries prepared for them cannot be usable in the same way. Iragiliati (2006) studied address terms of medical discourse in Indonesia. The findings illustrated that positive politeness is attained through using kinship terms of Indonesian type such as 'sister', 'brother' and 'aunt' whereas negative politeness is attained by using impersonal address terms like 'title' or 'family name'.
Likewise, several analyses have been performed on address terms in Persian language: In his study, Keshavarz (1988 Keshavarz ( , 1993 found that since the 1979 Iranian revolution, address terms that show solidarity and simple kind of speech have been more widespread. In another study, he examined the effect of distance, intimacy and social context on Persian address forms and pronominal selection. He concluded that there is a negative relation between formality of context and using intimate address terms (Keshavarz 2001) . Akbari (2002) tried to classify, compare and contrast politeness strategies of Persian mono-lingual speakers in particular conditions with those employed in English.
Focusing on how address forms mirror solidarity and power relationships, Afzali (2011) examined various forms that partners (husbands & wives) use to address each other in different social positions.
Dadmehr and Sharifi Moghaddam (2014) investigated differences and similarities between terms of address used in Farsi and English. The results of their research disclosed that generally the positive politeness terms were used more frequently than the negative politeness terms in both languages. However, the negative address terms were more common in Farsi than in English.
Sharifi Moghaddam, Yazdan Panah and Abolhassanizadeh (2013) examined Persian terms of address in the three distinctive era of Qajar, Pahlavi and after the Islamic Revolution based on the politeness theory. They concluded that the entire positive address terms increased in number and a gradual movement from formality to solidarity can be seen.
Although numerous studies have been carried out to analyze forms of address in Persian, none of them investigated the use of these forms in young adult literature within the theory of politeness; thus, it would be instructive to shed some light on this issue.
Method
3.
Theoretical framework
According to Keshavarz (2001) many researchers in the field of sociolinguistics, believe that address terms evidently show the relationship between language and society. These terms can represent politeness in speaking as well as writing. Brown and Levinson (1987) state that identification of positive and negative politeness is fundamental to politeness theory, and addressing terms can show both, for instance, positive terms like first name or nicknames can be used to show solidarity and closeness, while negative terms like last name ,titles and honorifics aim at showing respect and distance. Address terms are considered as the most direct means for expressing positive and negative politeness in this system.
In this study, politeness theory of Brown and Levinson enables us to analyze variation and distribution of Persian address terms in young adult novels before and after 1979 revolution.
Collection of data
8 young adult novels were randomly selected from the most published books, 4 from BR and 4 from AR. These novels were considered as the corpus for studying address terms in the two distinct historical periods. Then from these 8 novels, 326 terms of address were derived and classified.
"Young adulthood" often described as developmental and unique stage which is distinguished by unique needs. Considering these needs, young adult literature is considered valuable both from its artistic point of view and its significance to the readers' lives. Young adult literature is generally written for young readers aged approximately between12 to 18. Novels were chosen for this study among different types of literature because of these reasons: First, novels especially their conversation parts seem closer to the common language used in a society which is less formal and figurative; consequently, they can mirror cultural, social and moral values of a community.
Second, due to inadequate documented records from the past to present, conversations in novels were studied as the best proximate alternatives.
The novels used in this study are presented in the Appendix. Due to fundamental changes in socio-cultural and political situations because of Islamic revolution, the periods under study are considered as two distinct historical stages. Thus a brief overview of these periods seems useful.
Pahlavi period (BR): the Pahlavi gained control after Qajar dynasty. Pahlavi Empire reigned over Persia (Iran) from 1305-1357 (1926 -1979) . The empire had two kings, Reza Pahlavi and Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, father and son.
Islamic Revolution (AR): under the leadership of Ayatollah Khomeini, the Islamic revolution leads to overthrowing of the Pahlavi kingdom. According to Arjomand (1988) the 1979 revolution may be considered as a revolutionary class movement, a shift from technocrat (elite) ruling class to traditional (religious) class.
Data Analysis 4.
The data included 326 Persian address terms which were extracted from 8 novels in two historical periods. Then they are analyzed based on the politeness theory. 130 (p=40%) terms are related to BR and 196 (p=60%) to AR. The main objective of this section is to display the distribution and frequency variation of Persian address terms according to the politeness theory.
Thus, these 326 Persian addressing expressions from BR and AR were examined to find out whether they can be categorized into positive and negative types. After analyzing of the data, it was revealed that Persian address terms can be categorized into positive and negative types.
However, religious titles, occupational titles, personal pronouns, and teknonyms have increased in number as presented in Table and Graph 3. The analysis of the entire positive and negative address terms reveals no significant changing from BR to AR in young adult novels.
As it can be seen in Graph 4, in both BR and AR, positive terms of address are used more than the negative terms: 70.76% in BR and, 70.67% in AR. This result is in contrast with Moghadam et al. (2013) conclusion which showed negative politeness terms used more than positive politeness in 3 historical periods. Moreover, dissimilar to their report on increasing trend of positive terms in adults novels from 6% in Qajar to 34% in Pahlavi (BR) and then to 42% after Islamic revolution (AR), the present study does not show any significant changing direction of politeness types from BR to AR. Conclusions and Discussion 5.
As it was mentioned, 326 Persian address terms from 8 young adult novels in the two historical periods (AR and BR) were collected and analyzed on the basis of the politeness theory. After analyzing these terms, the following results obtained:
-In BR and AR, address terms of Persian could be grouped into positive and negative kinds.
-In both BR and AR, positive address terms are used more than the negative terms.
-It is generally believed that address terms reveal social changes; however, this set does not show any significant variations during these two periods. For discussing possible reasons, first it seems useful to define "young adulthood" which often described as developmental period. According to Michael Cart (2008) "Young adults are beings in evolution, in search of self and identity; beings who are constantly growing and changing, changing from the condition of childhood to that of adulthood. …Young adulthood is a unique part of life".
Consequently, young adult literature can be considered significant by both its artistic quality and its importance to developmental needs of the readers. It acts as "a factor promoting positive teenage development."
To YALSA (Young Adult Library Services Association) one of the foremost merits of young adult literature is its ability to reflect the readers' life in its pages and reassuring that one is not alone. The other value of young adult literature is its capability in developing perception, sympathy and humanity. Yet another benefit of young adult literature is its potential role to tell its readers the truth, though displeasing it can be. Moreover, it can expose a model to the youngsters so that they can shape their philosophy of being. They can decide what is right and wrong to become civilized and responsible.
Considering the above mentioned points, it can be concluded that since one of the essential objectives of young adult literature is development of healthy youth in healthy communities through instructive, informative, and edifying works, it is less affected by sociocultural and sociopolitical changes.
Finally it should be mentioned that, AR novels used in this study published between 1982 to 2001 (1361-1380); thus it seems necessary to conduct another research for exploring more current young adult literature to observe the possible influence of social changes as well as social networks on address terms.
